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This is
lives in

Carbonito
;oral Drive

he is a carbon molecule. He
inside the oceanf



One day Qlucosa called Carbonito and asked
"Carbonito do you want to come visit me?"
*Yes, I would love to come, I'll be there
tomorrow!" Carbonito said.
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The next day Carbonito got up early because he
had to travel far to get to Qlucosa's house.
H20 who was also invited was on his way to
Glucosa's house on the warm and sunny day.



Both H20 and Carbonito took the Eel Train, but
at different times. The Eel Train took them to
the top of the water and from there they flew
up to the land.
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H20 arrived in the afternoon and walked down
to the roots to enter the plant in which
Glucose lived. On his way he met with the
Electron Kids who asked "H20, can you please
carry us to Glucosa's house?", "Sure!" said
H20. But first, they decided to go to the
stomata entrance to wait for Carbonito.
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Carbonito arrived in the evening and used the
stomata staircase to enter. After entering the
stomata he was greeted by H20 and the Electron
kids. Because it was H20 and Carbonito1s first
time in the plant, they asked the Electron
kids to show them where they could go find
Glucosa. They hopped off H20 arid were on their
way.
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Ihe Electron kids, Carbonito and Oxygen sot in
the train called NADPH, and on the next stop
they found one of Glucosa's brothers, Aaron'?.
irere2 >
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At the end of the ride, on the very last stop
they arrived at Glucosa's house. She was
setting the table for dinner with Oxygen.
Carbonito and his friends got off arid everyone
went in Glucosa's house to have a wonderful
dinner after their tiring day.
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The next day, Qlucosa took Carbonito to visit
he? aunt fcltylia, but only ̂r cousins |nge1
and Rambo Pyruvate were there. Ihey ̂eold̂T,t
go to The Munohotondria restaurant where her
aunt works.



On their way there they meet up with Glucosa's
bothers Andy T. Perez and Aaron T. Perez
mostly known as the ATP brothers.



When they got to the Munchotondria they ate
breakfast and met the Electron kids. After
they were done the ATP brothers decided to go
back home to take a rest. Glucosa decided to
stay and help her aunt, while the Electron
kids, Oxygen, and H20 took a train to go help
the ATP family.



In the meantime Carbonito decided to visit his
cousins, Coal and Oil, who live on the Black
Lake, deep underground. They all got ready and
took a train to the Factory, where there was a
party.
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It was very warm at the party and then BOOM! A
techno song came on and Carbonito asked
Oxygen, who was also at the party, to dance.



They danced all day and became exhausted and
hot, so they decided to go home.
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Carbonito thanked his cousins and decided to
pay another visit to his friend Glucosa.
During his visit, Glucosa told him that she
and Oxygen were going to visit some distant
family members in Human Body. She asked
Carbonito if he wanted to come and he told her
that he would love to because his family also
lived in Human Body and he wanted to see them.
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Oxygen went in Human Body; Glucosa had some
errands to run so she would arrive later and
Carbonito waited outside in a candy store.
Oxygen went in through the nose, and took the
Fast express to get to the capital, of Human
Body, the Heart. Oxygen then went down the
throat and into the Town of Larynx, entering
Bronchi Village and taking the main Bronchiole
Street into Alveoli Way to the lungs.



Oxygen got off at the lungs and passed through
security into Capillary city. From there
Oxygen took the Red Bus to go to the capital,
Heart. Oxygen visited his family.



After some time he went to tell Carbonito's
lamily that Carbonito was waiting for them
outside in a candy store. The family was very
happy to see Carbonito again and after
i 5?king and sayinS "by© to Oxygen, they all
lett Human Body and went to see Carbonito at
the candy store.



Meanwhile, Glucosa went inside the cake mobile
to go inside Human Body. The human ate the
cake and Glucosa, after being separated, gets
on the Fast Express and travels down the
throat.
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Then she switches to Long Ride to go down the
Esophagus into Stomach city. In Stomach city
she is guided into the Small Intestiville were
she meets her family.
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After all three of them had seen their
tamilies, Carbonito, Glucosa, and Oxygen
aecided to go back home. Carbonito dropped
uxygen and Glucosa off at their house and said
>mank you for all the adventures we have gone
in the past days"."You're welcome, they were

much fun! We should definitely have some
more adventures again some other day" they
said. * *
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Carbonito then found his friend H20 and both
took their journey back home to Coral Drive.
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